ENTERTAINMENT

October 10 - November 20, 2018

SOFA surfing

Instructions: Take it in turns to
throw a dice and move your piece
through the SOFA bubbles. Use
Colombian coins as playing pieces
– but don’t all fight over who gets
to be the turtle.
Text: Oli Pritchard
Photos: Claudia Canizales

SOFA is one of our favourite times of year, and there’s plenty of board
games there, so we decided to make our own.
18 Stop
at SOFA pets
and get obsessed
with adopting a
dog. Go home (bubble
1) to make your furry
friend comfortable
(not the furries, that’s
something else
altogether).
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Feeling
tired after
walking all day?
Settle down in one
of them fancy gaming
chairs in SOFA Gamers
(E) and play a bit of
Mario Kart with your
mates for a turn.
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Unlucky
for some! An
urban yoof on a
BMX crashes out of
the Skate Park (V) at
the back and hits you.
Miss a turn while you
have a carajillo and
recover.
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See another
Thanos.
The
Japanese
language school at
Mangalianza (Y) writes
your name in katakana.
Miss a turn while you
wonder if it really says
you’re an effeminate
futurist from the
80s.

Jump
on one of
the RC cars
at SOFA Wheels
(R) and ride it like
a skate over to
square 21.

See
a bettermade Thanos
costume and Marvel
at the oversized
infinity gauntlet.
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Time
for a postprandial comic.
Name a comic – if the
other players have heard
of it, lose a turn for being
too mainstream. If they
haven’t, roll again for
being a hipster
cool kid.
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Have
at thee, good
sir! A Pendragon
knight challenges you
to a duel at the Aldea
Medieval in the Hobby
Center (D). Roll an even
number on your next turn
to defeat him, or stay
there until you do.
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See
Thanos
yet again and
wonder what’s
happening with
that reality
gem.
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You’ve
been
shopping a lot for
Transmetropolitan back
issues and House Stark
cufflinks in the Pabellon
(clockwork) Naranja (J). Roll
a six to get a bargain or
miss a turn as you wait in
a massive cashpoint
queue.
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Buy
a drinking
horn, an umbrella
that looks like a
katana and some absurd
steampunk sunglasses in
Pabellon Azul (C). Have
another turn for being
so damn cool.
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See
another
Thanos and
wonder if we
actually live in
Bogotá DC,
or Bogotá
Marvel.
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It’s
lunchtime, so take
a break at a maid café
or Viking Chorizo at the
Food Park (B). Roll again,
as you have a spring in
your step.
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You haven’t
printed out your
ticket before arriving.
Miss two turns while you
wait in a massive queue.
Other players: point and
laugh while you roll
your dice.

END
Stop off
at the Club
Colombia balcony
bar outside D and
have a swift drink. Keep
drinking until you
throw a six or fall
over.
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See
a badlydone Thanos
costume and
stare in awe at
the blotchy
blue face.
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START
at Corferías

That’s
enough
Thanoses now.
One of them
should have clicked
his fingers by
now.
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SOFA will take place at Corferias from October 11 -15. Tickets $18,000 per day / $68,000 for all five.
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